Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Given the availability of sequenced genome data for many individuals of the same species, it is now possible to study population genetics and evolution at a level of detail not before possible. An established method for quantifying the relative fitness of two genetic variants uses the *selection coefficient* \[[@CR6], Chapter 5.3\]. Recent work by Cunha et al. \[[@CR4]\] describes a method to scale the computation of selection coefficients across an entire genome, even when the number of individuals being analyzed is large. They adopt the maximum-likelihood based method from Chen et al. \[[@CR3]\] for computing the selection coefficient for a maximally conserved portion of the genome. These conserved portions of the genome can be identified using *haplotypes*: sequences of single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) sites defined with respect to a reference sequence for the population. However, Cunha et al. note that, prior to their work, no efficient method existed to compute all maximally conserved blocks from a set of haplotypes. They give an algorithm for locating the blocks that is quadratic in the length of the haplotypes. More recently, Alanko et al. \[[@CR1]\] give a method for finding haplotype blocks in linear time. However, both haplotype block location algorithms assume that all genomes under consideration have been aligned to the same reference genome.

A *pangenome* allows us to consider more complex variation in multiple individuals or organisms from a related group or species \[[@CR10]\]. Pangenomic sequence data are often studied using graphs, where each sequence in a data set is represented by a path in the graph. In this work, we reformulate the problem of finding maximal haplotype blocks in the context of pangenomics. We give a method for finding pangenome SNPs in a De Bruijn graph in Sect. [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"}, define the pangenome maximal perfect haplotype block problem in Section  [4](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"}, and describe a suffix tree approach to find all blocks in linear time relative to the input in Sect. [5](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}. Finally, we find maximal perfect pangenome haplotype blocks in a ten-strain yeast pangenome and report results in Sect. [6](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"}.

Background {#Sec2}
==========

Given a set of binary sequences representing the presence (or absence) of SNPs in a chromosome, the authors of \[[@CR4]\] define a *maximal perfect haplotype block* as follows:

Definition 1 {#FPar1}
------------
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Then, the *maximal perfect haplotype block* (MPHB) problem is to find all maximal perfect haplotypes in a given set of sequences. For example, Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows a set of three sequences containing five MPHBs.

In the case of pangenomic data it may not be possible to align each chromosome to a reference so we consider a generalized setting of the problem in which the SNPs occur in an arbitrary directed graph, rather than a linear sequence.Fig. 1.The five maximal perfect haplotype blocks in this set of sequences are $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Building the SNP Graph {#Sec3}
======================

We assume that a compressed De Bruijn graph (cDBG) has been built for the pangenomic data set we wish to study \[[@CR2]\]. In this case the data set consists of a set of pangenomic sequences and the cDBG graph *G* consists of a set of nodes representing specific *k*-mers (or $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$k-1$$\end{document}$ nucleotides of *v*. Each pangenomic sequence is associated with a path in *G*, where each path node appends all non-overlapping characters from the previous node in the path. Let *P* denote the collection of sequence paths in *G*.Fig. 2.A bubble in a De Bruijn graph that represents a SNP; we arbitrarily consider one side of the bubble to be the '0' path and the other to be the '1' path. In the compressed De Bruijn graph, the '0' and '1' paths are each a single node.

We identify *pangenomic SNPs* by looking for "bubbles" in *G*. Bubbles, as shown in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, occur when paths diverge into exactly two subpaths and then rejoin, and no additional edges enter or leave the interior of the bubble. We view one side of the bubble as a '0' and the other as a '1'. Some bubbles will be longer than one nucleotide, but we still refer to them as SNPs for simplicity of notation. All SNPs can be found in *O*(\|*G*\|) time, since bubble nodes in a cDBG can be recognized in *O*(1) time. We form the SNP graph by retaining only those vertices of the cDBG graph that correspond to the '0' and '1' branches for each identified SNP. The paths *P* in *G* induce new SNP paths by deleting the non-SNP nodes in each path. The resulting SNP path sequences are used as input to maximal perfect perfect pangenome haplotype block problem, defined in the next section.

Problem Definition {#Sec4}
==================

Given a SNP graph and a sequence, a pangenome haplotype is the list of nodes that the sequence follows through the SNP graph. Due to large structural variations such as strain-specific genes, segmental deletions, insertions, and rearrangements, certain regions of the pangenome may be missed by some sequences but followed by others. Thus, not all pangenome haplotypes have the exact same set of SNPs, and the position of a node within the path does not indicate which SNP the node corresponds to as it does in the single-reference case. Instead, the node labels indicate both the SNP identifier and the call (either a '0' or a '1'). Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} lists four example pangenome haplotypes.Fig. 3.Three pangenome sequences represented as paths through a SNP graph containing ten SNPs. The subpath \[2:0 3:1\] and sequences {1, 2} represent one maximal perfect pangenome haplotype block. Subpath \[6:1, 7:0, 8:0\] and sequences {2, 3} is another.

We define a *maximal perfect pangenome haplotype block*.

Definition 2 {#FPar2}
------------
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Just as in the standard MPHB problem, the *maximal perfect pangenome haplotype block (MPPHB) problem* is to find all maximal perfect pangenome haplotype blocks among the *k* paths.

We note that if *n* is the length of the longest path in *P*, then there are no more than $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Linear Time Method Based on Suffix Trees {#Sec5}
========================================

As in \[[@CR1]\], we can use a suffix tree to solve the MPPHB problem in linear time.
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In the pangenome case, the suffix tree approach can still be applied. Because haplotype blocks need not begin at the same position in the path, the index characters are not needed. If the SNP graph contains cycles, then there may be maximal repeats within a single path; we can mark and ignore all internal suffix tree nodes that contain only a single haplotype path sequence in linear time using a standard method \[[@CR9]\]. Thus, a simple procedure for locating pangenome haplotype blocks is as follows: Build the string $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Building a suffix tree can be done in *O*(*nk*) time and space \[[@CR5]\], and, as noted above, finding all maximal repeats in the suffix tree is also linear time. Thus, each step of the procedure takes linear time and space.

Since the MPPHBs correspond to internal nodes in the suffix tree on $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Proof {#FPar4}
-----

As argued above, every MPPHB in *P* corresponds to a maximal repeat in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Experimental Results {#Sec6}
====================

We tested our method for finding MPPHBs using a moderately-sized pangenomic yeast data set. Yeast is a well-studied model system with a genome size of approximately 12 Mb. We created a yeast data set using assemblies from 10 yeast strains from the *Saccharomyces* Genome Database[1](#Fn1){ref-type="fn"} used in either wine or bread-making. To investigate the maximal perfect pangenome haplotype blocks present in the data set, we construct a compressed De Bruijn graph for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Compressed De Bruijn graph and SNP graph generation takes a few minutes on a moderate workstation[2](#Fn2){ref-type="fn"} for this data set. In order to find maximal repeats using MUMmer, we encode SNP nodes using 19 alphabet characters. When running repeat-match, we use the -f flag to find forward repeats only and the -n flag to return only encoded repeats long enough to represent full SNP nodes (in our case, 19 characters). For all *k* values, repeat-match took at most a few seconds to run. We then use a simple Python script to decode the output back to SNP labels and process it into haplotype blocks. For $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Conclusion {#Sec7}
==========

In this work, we define the maximal perfect pangenome haplotype block problem and give a linear time method to solve it. Single-reference haplotype blocks can be used to compute a selection coefficient measuring the relative fitness of two genetic variants in a population; a natural next step in the pangenome case is to precisely define a pangenomic selection coefficient based on MPPHBs, or to explore other applications of MPPHBs in population genetics.

We note that the positional Burrows-Wheeler Transform approach from \[[@CR1]\] cannot be directly adapted for pangenome haplotype blocks since the SNP graph is not generally linear and paths may skip SNPs or contain cycles, etc. However, we are interested in extending both the pangenome and single-reference maximal perfect haplotype block problem to include inputs with SNPs that are not called, in order to include genomes with low coverage in some regions.

<http://www.yeastgenome.org> The strains used were AWRI796 (Wine), BC187 (Wine), CLIB215 (Bakery), CLIB324 (Bakery), DBVPG6044 (Wine), L1528 (Wine), LalvinQA23 (Wine), Red Star (Bakery), VL3 (Wine), YS9 (Bakery).
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